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Information Systems In Interpretation:
An Exciting Future For The National Parks
David G Wright
Manager
Harpers Ferry Center

In our lifetimes, we are experiencing profound and sudden changes
in the ways we communicate and relate to one another. And yet, according to our finest computer scientists, the so-called "Age of Information" has scarcely begun. Only dreamers and science fiction writers
dare to imagine what the future might bring. We are all aware and appreciative of the increased productivity that results from embracing the
early fruits of these developments—such computer applications as
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The image on the previous page is a
CADD generated perspective of the proposed development of the North Cascades visitor center. The plot is provided
by Dan Savage of the Denver Service
Center.
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word, data, image, and sound processing, modem and fax communications, and other administrative tools and processes that
microprocessors and other technologies make possible. We also
know t h a t exploding scientific and technological breakthroughs resulting in sophisticated information systems are providing the
experts with valuable tools to increase our knowledge about our environment. But it is not scientific research or the production or
elimination of administrative paperwork that is at the heart of
what we, in interpretation, are all about. As we prepare the visitor
for quality experiences in our Nation's finest parks and monuments, it is our task to be on the lookout for ways that will help us
do that more efficiently and effectively. I have always been impressed with the quality of, and the ideas generated by,
interpreters in the field. People of such caliber and vision gravitate
to those jobs. But they learn quickly that it is not always easy to
prepare the visitor for what they are about to see, experience, or attempt to understand. As this "Age of Information" progresses, I
believe that we, and the interpreters in the field, are going to get
some real help from the expanding technology.
It is ironic, perhaps, and only fitting that some of the very processes that provide the scientists with insights into the complex
ways of nature, will be the very same technologies (enclosed in different black boxes, of course) that will enable us to better explain
the concepts to the public. We are talking about new media and
new ways to deliver programs—presentations involving the manipulation of imagery, sound, text, and other elements of exhibitry
and design that, until recently, have not been possible. Five years
ago, some of them were considered impossible. In short, we will
have the opportunity in the next few years of meeting some of the
really difficult challenges that have, for so many years, confronted
us. Most of us are aware of the recent developments of small computers and what has made them possible, including integrated
circuitry on silicon. But the real breakthroughs are coming by combining the microprocessor with other technologies. They include (to
mention only a few) the diode laser, coherent light engines, the
fiber optic transmission of digital information, the gallium arsenide substrate for new digital memory, gas filled matrix screens
requiring no projection, and sound and optical digital recording,
transmission, modeling, and display devices. Every one of these developments have—or eventually will have—direct applications for
us as we develop new programs for the parks. Furthermore, scientists believe that software engineers are just now beginning to
create the type of "artificial intelligence" software that will result
in significant improvement of information systems that may have
potential for us. We at Harpers Ferry Center, in cooperation with
interpreters in the parks, have begun to experiment in a small way
with applications using some of these technological combinations.
We will go slowly at first, "testing the water gingerly," and will rely
on feedback from the parks. It is not lost upon us that the best technology is hidden, or at the very least, transparent and submissive,
and that human interface must be kept simple. We are also mindful that media must be manageable in the field. But go forward we
will! Harpers Ferry Center has had a long tradition of searching
for, or designing media to assist the parks in telling their stories.
Now, with the blossoming of information technologies, we have
some genuine opportunities to break old, very difficult interpretive
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barriers. Some of the applications we are now developing (or have
recently developed) for a few parks include:
Very low power, solid state digital sound cards driven by microprocessors, to produce sound segments for wayside exhibits. (Yellowstone, Curecanti NRA, Cambria Iron Works)
Aurora computer simulation/animations of geological and historical events; such as the formation of Carlsbad Caverns, and the construction and bombardment of Fort Sumter at the beginning of the
Civil War.
Experimental, familiarization map programs using computer, matrix recorded imagery on horizontal surfaces, driven by a laser disc
and RGB projection systems, or computer generated images on
slides projected on terrained surfaces by Kodak carrousel projectors (Big Thicket).
Touch screen, computer driven visitor interactive information systems,
(also delivering printed paper) to familiarize the visitor with a park, including New River Gorge and Johnstown Flood National Memorial.
Projected computer and video images via laser disc comprising a
system to help visitors better understand prisoner-of-war experiences (Andersonville).
Somewhat farther off for us are technological developments, just
now emerging from media research centers, that will allow presentations to be shown with gas-filled, flat matrix screens that will not
require a projector, and vastly improved holography—generated, in
part, by microprocessor. Such nascent image presentation media
have enormous potential for us in future years. We do not expect to
achieve these goals without problems, or without taking some
risks, and we are aware that they will change the way we plan,
think, and work. We know that we are going to have to develop
new skills, and we have taken steps to do just that. Thoughtful designers have begun to realize that the newer, microprocessordriven media, and their presentations, do not fit older tasking
classifications. While we can still roughly categorize an effort as
being an audio-visual production, an exhibit, or a publication in nature, the time is near when such distinctions will no longer be
quite so meaningful. As we work with park interpreters on some of
the newer approaches, we are encouraged by their reactions, and
are grateful for their encouragement. We look forward to their continued contribution of ideas and suggestions.

High Tech Interpretation: Views From the
Road
Joanne (Jo) Tynon
Ph D Candidate
Wildland Recreation
Management
University of Idaho
Mary E Bean
Outdoor Recreation Planner
US Forest Service
Hood River, Oregon

This past summer on a serendipitous trip across the US we visited a
variety of museums, parks and zoos where microcomputers were incorporated into interpretive programs. The idea of using interactive
technology to impart interpretive messages is not new. Witness the proliferation of games and quiz boards used in exhibits for years. The use
of microcomputers can greatly enhance interpretive efforts, but technology cannot take the place of the human element. The more recent
high tech approaches to interpretation which we experienced on this
trip left us amazed, amused, and sometimes appalled. Here, we look
at computer technology in selected settings and draw conclusions
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about its effectiveness in light of Freeman Tilden's principles of interpretation {Interpreting Our Environment, 1967).
The Living World Pavilion at the St Louis Zoo is an example of a
truly innovative approach to interpretation using computer technology . The Pavilion is an educational and interpretive center
designed to help visitors learn about natural systems and the consequences of h u m a n activities. Species diversity, ecology and
conservation issues are key themes of the center.
As we entered the Pavilion's exhibit hall we noticed a flurry of activity near a column with three microcomputers around its base.
There, youngsters anxiously awaited a personalized printout of environmental events that had occurred since their birth. We
activated the program by typing in our birth dates. This resulted
in unique printouts for every individual. We saw youngsters compare their results with those of their friends' — then get back in
line to do it again!
When Jo got her printout she likewise compared it with her
daughter's (see Figure 1) and we joined in sharing our printouts
Saint Louis Zoo
The Living World

Saint Louis Zoo
The Living World

Since you were born, 6,367 days have
passed: and in those days:

Since you were born, 13.653 days
have passed; and in those days:

* 2.18 billion people have been born.

* 4.29 billion People have been born.

* 11 species of fishes have been declared threatened or endangered by
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.

* 89.6 thousand tons of Nuclear Waste
have been dumped at sea.

* 7.98 billion tons of coal have been
strip mined in the United States.
* 113 species of plants have been declared threatened or endangered by
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.

* 4.1 trillion dollars have been spent
on defense by the United States.
* The population of the United States
has increased 84.7 million people.
* 268 million passenger cars have
been sold by United States factories.

* 3.89 billion tons of Sulphur Dioxide
have been emitted into the atmosphere
(the major contributor to acid rain).

* Cars around the world have used
5.39 trillion gallons of gasoline.

* 7.14 thousand species have become
extinct.

* 433 nuclear power plants have
started up worldwide.

* 59.5 billion tons of soil have been lost
to erosion in the United States.

Remember. It's up to us.
You too can make a difference:
Join the Zoo Friends.
Call (314) 647-8210

Remember. It's up to us.
You too can make a difference:
Join the Zoo Friends.
Call (314) 647-8210
Figure 1
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with others. We discovered only small similarities. One girl had
three printouts of her own with 19 distinct events that had occurred since her birth. Here was Tilden's first principle deftly
applied in a high tech setting: "Any interpretation that does not
somehow relate what is being displayed or described to something
within the personality or experience of the visitor will be sterile."
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Another example of this principle is an excellent weather station
exhibit at the Pavilion which provides information on weather anywhere in the world via the visitor's keyboard input. The wall-sized
world map illuminates the area in question, and an electronic message banner flashes the information across the top of the display.
So, for example, a visitor from Omaha, Nebraska, could inquire
about tomorrow's weather in San Juan, Puerto Rico.
Our next stop was at a computer/video display where we asked a
Northwest Indian chief questions we selected from the computer
screen. He responded on the adjacent color video monitor, telling
us how his people viewed their role in nature and what he saw as
the most urgent ecological issues facing the earth today. As the
chief spoke, the beautiful Northwest landscape behind him eloquently underscored his strong feelings for the land.
An alternative viewpoint on enironmental issues was expressed by
a forest industry representative. His approach was more economic
and pragmatic. Both speakers, however, were provocative and passionate in their presentations, and because they symbolized
different philosophies, it encouraged us to explore our own
thoughts and feelings. Although this interactive exhibit provided
information, its ultimate success can be understood in terms of
Tilden's fourth and second principles: "The chief aim of interpretation is not instruction, but provocation;" and "Interpretation is
revelation based upon information."
This could explain why the St Louis Science Center's Computer
Connection was less interesting and, we suspect, less effective. It offered rudimentary simulations and games, which were considered
state-of-the-art several years ago, but fall far short of the quality
and vitality of computer graphics available today. Quite frankly,
dealing with text-only computer software is not very provocative.
The Franklin Institute in Philadelphia is undergoing massive renovations, but many of the new exhibits are already in place. Our
favorite was a microcomputer station which displayed major constellations as well as images of the zodiac. By manipulating a
toggle switch we could see signs of the zodiac against the natural
background of stars or view individual constellations connected by
lines. This technique made it easier to see the constellations and
appreciate how they were named.
Unfortunately, many of the hands-on exhibits Jo fondly remembered from the Franklin Institute of her childhood, the ones she
wanted to share with her daughter, are now too shopworn for open
display. The giant brass static electricity ball, for example, is currently used only during special supervised shows. She missed
being an active participant in that experience, and we realized that
although modern technology enhances many interpretive efforts it
cannot entirely take the place of more traditional methods. Computers cannot duplicate the feel of a rabbit's fur, the tart taste of a
lemon, or the pungent odor of sulphur dioxide.
Relying solely on technology also presents problems. What happens when machines malfunction or the power goes out? We
stopped at a somewhat isolated, less-known Western US national
park visitor center during a storm-induced power outage. The
ranger on duty virtually turned a family away because he couldn't
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run the automated slide program or movie and all of the exhibits
were too cloaked in darkness to view. Instead of seizing the opportunity to give an impromptu talk, he chose to do nothing. The
visitors, who had traveled a considerable distance to the park, left
unaware of what they had missed, but they were nevertheless disappointed. We should be concerned about more than backup
generators; we need to remember that technology is simply a tool,
not a substitute for human input.
It's foolish, we think, to believe that technology can supplant traditional exhibits or firsthand interpretation (and we're not suggesting
this is the case in any specific location). To borrow from John Naisbett
(Megatrends, 1984), we need to balance high tech with high touch, if
only to ensure that we reach all of our visitors. Many of the adults we
observed in particular still manifest signs of computer indifference, if
not outright phobia, and we should endeavor to reach them, too. As
with any innovation, computer technology may be most effectively
used for interpretation when integrated with time-tested methods.

Computer-Aided Design and Drafting
LeRoy Neilsen
Chief, Branch of Drafting
Dan Savage
CADD Supervisor
Denver Service Center

What is computer-aided design and drafting (CADD) doing for the
National Park Service? Perhaps a better question is what is it not
doing? In the two years since the Auto-Trol Technology CADD system was installed in the Denver Service Center, we have learned
that its applications are considerable. CADD can help people visualize, create, plan, design, and interpret, and it provides the tools
to increase production. One example of the many capabilities of the
CADD system is demonstrated in this article. The illustrations depict the layout model for the North Cascades Visitor Center, Henry
M Jackson Memorial, North Cascades National Park.
In the preliminary planning stage of a structure such as a visitor center, CADD allows the designer(s) various methods of creating and
evaluating several alternative designs. By inputting the floor plan,
using the PLAN software package, alternatives in layout can quickly
be developed. In addition to obtaining the graphics of the floor plan,
the system creates a 3-D file of the representation of walls, doors, windows, etc. The file contains data enabling relationship of objects to
obtain door and window schedules, and to query the system for
square footage of a room, wall, or other specific areas. The generated
3-D file is then used to create a 3-D model of the structure. The model
can be manipulated and viewed from any user-defined viewpoint.
One, two, or three point perspectives may be generated and surface
textures applied to give the model realism.
The total model or any portion of interior or exterior features may be
rotated to a perspective view in any combination of 3-D coordinates,
including direction, altitude, or distance. Hidden line removal and 3D light source shading are then applied to the model.
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Through the use of other graphic and application software interfaced with the model, visual interferences such as ductwork and
structure elements may be detected, resulting in a more timely
modification of project design and cutting the costs of changes normally requiring field adjustments.
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In generating a complete site layout model, other software packages including COGO (Coordinate Geometry) and MOSS (an
applications software package developed in London) may be used
to produce representations of existing landforms and proposed road
and parking area designs. The structure model can then be placed
"on site" with the 3-D surface model to visualize and evaluate the
total project design.
The extraction of sections and computation of earthwork areas and
volumes are derived from the model. The system's ability to associate any data to various elements enables concise editing and
development of bill of materials.
Landscape architects can also apply the site layout model to their
project requirements. Visualization of the site after completion of
the project or conditions of site, such as tree growth after several
years, can be reflected in the model; also, signs and trail markings
may be represented.
System networking allows complete access and sharing of all design discipline data bases. The architectural floor plan can be used
as the basis for other discipline design. Coordination among disciplines is achieved through the system interface between
application software packages.
The CADD system directs more of the designer's time and efforts
toward better design and more alternatives. Before implementation of the CADD system, time frames did not normally allow for
alternatives. One 3-D model of a site area allows an unlimited num-
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ber of perspectives to be viewed. And, design changes are no longer
a big concern during the preliminary states.
Presentation of concepts through perspectives to those not accustomed to visualizing a structure from 2-D graphics is certainly a
great benefit. Increased capability of visualizing the site assists the
designer in evaluating the impact of a design in the environment.

More and Faster
L Clifford Soubier
Interpretive Planner
Division of Interpretive Planning
Harpers Ferry Center

Early rumors that computers would drastically reduce the quantity
of paper documents, or even render them obsolete, have proven
groundless. Indeed, exactly the opposite has occurred. The attendant miracles of xerox and fax help produce a blizzard of paper for
distribution to recipients whose need for information previously
seemed remote. In addition, the ability of computers to process
data rapidly and in great quantities reduces the need to determine
the value of the data beforehand.
All this is good news for government workers, whose performance is
judged, to a considerable extent, upon the quantity of paper processed.
With the advent of desk top publishing, virtually anyone can produce an attractive product. Machine power eradicates the need to
distill ideas to essentials, once considered a principle of interpretation. At the same time, design and graphics greatly reduce reliance
on the clarity and power of well-chosen words.
With respect to "in-house" material, there is some concern that the
proliferation of paper places an added burden on the park staff to
keep up with the flood of correspondence and reports requiring response. Salvation is surely imminent in the form of computers which
will read incoming documents and prepare suitable replies. Initially,
this might be a simple request for clarification, which would merely
postpone the problem. Eventually, information banks will be able to
carry on a lively interchange without human interference.
When man creates a machine which fancies that it thinks, then
will he become God.

The Batch File: Desk-top Publishing and
Park Produced Publications
Dale Ditmanson
Park Ranger/Training Specialist
Mather Employee
Development Center
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At the first Site Bulletin Workshop, January 1985, Phil Musselwhite
was emphatic that the class produce publications that would withstand the combined tests of consistency and appropriateness. That
admonition has certainly stood the test of time as we have moved
from "cutting and pasting" to "pointing and clicking" in producing
park publications. With software programs that will "do it all,"
sound design principles have become even more critical in creating
publications that communicate.
Consistency means that publications speak the same graphic language. By appearing "in uniform," publications stand out in a
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crowd, speak with authority, and reflect an agency that is efficient
and caring. If designers work within guidelines to maintain continuity they are free to focus on the most important paid of the design:
appropriateness, ie, making each communication right for its task.
Look closely at flyers for desk-top publishing seminars. What they
are promoting is not the mechanics of the software, but how to
apply key design principles. Basic design, along with writing and
editing skills, is also the focus of the Interpretive Skills IV: Site
Bulletin Workshop. These skills are mastered first, then we move
on to computer-aided publishing.
Like many of you we stumbled in our attempt to pick the right program. The Site Bulletin class has been, quite unwittingly, an
excellent testing ground for software applications. We have been
fortunate, in the evolution of the course, to have had the combined
knowledge of a group of outstanding resource people to point the
way. Those same resources offer up their experiences in the following set of articles.
In reading on, keep in mind consistency and appropriateness. Note
that templates, style sheets, master pages, and pre-printed black
bands all lead to consistency. Ask yourself, will this program meet
my needs? I am sure the 1988 Site Bulletin class wishes we had
known that Ventura Publisher is perhaps not appropriate for desktop publishing. If you produce only a few Site Bulletins a year, do
you need anything more than WordPerfect 5.0? And so on.
One final word. In utilizing desk-top software it is easy to load up
your publications with unnecessary text and graphics. Remember
"less is more", use white space effectively. However avoid going to
the extreme as did the Site Bulletin Class of'85; their axiom: "If
less is more, nothing is everything."

The "Do It Yourself" Trail Guide
Bill H a y d e n
Park Ranger
Independence National
Historical Park

"Chaos begins and the fun goes right out the window!" I don't remember who said this or even if I have it exactly right, but it's one of my
favorite quotes about Desktop Publishing. It's also not true; the chaos
is the fun part. Once you're past those early apprehensions the creative power available is truly amazing. With a Mac or PC, Desktop
Publishing software and a laser printer, it's now possible to create entire publications ready for the press by yourself. Let me give you an
example. Friend and co-worker Jerry Freilich and I wrote, designed
and illustrated the trail guide Short Hikes and Easy Walks in
Grand Teton National Park entirely on a Macintosh computer.
Anyone working with a laser printer immediately sees the advantage of its higher print resolution over dot matrix printers. Most
laser printers allow for a variety of fonts; however, if a different
type face is required there are hundreds that can be purchased to
give your finished product the desired look. Many newspapers and
print shops now use exactly the same equipment available to the
home Desktop Publisher. Jerry and I eliminated typesetting costs.
The nucleus of the trail guide was maps. Different graphics programs will produce different results. We started working with a
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simple paint program and after a few attempts, produced a series
of maps. With an inexpensive scanner we scanned a hand drawn
map and saved it as a Macpaint document. The scanned image was
rough and needed touching up. Erasing portions of the scanned version and redrawing produced a clean and very readable map. For
the trail quide we wanted a more professional look. Adobe Illustrator and a PostScript compatible laser printer produced a far
superior image. (See Figures 1 and 2) For example, instead of
using a dot pattern to indicate water in the lakes we could specify
a percentage of black to produce an even gray tone. Thin lines lost
the jagged appearance of the paint versions. The trails became a
dashed line with even spacing. Resizing of the maps was accomplished without the loss of any detail or clarity.
In the past, at some point in the publishing process, all of the vari-
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Figure 1 Courtesy: Grand Teton Natural History Association
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Figure 2

ous pieces of the publication needed pasting up to produce the
pages. With Desktop Publishing software that is done electronically. The graphics and text for each page are combined right on
the screen. Last minute design changes became much easier.
In publications with multiple colors, separate plates for each color
are needed. Formerly commercial printers created the different
color overlays. Today, most Desktop Publishing programs allow
anyone to make them automatically. J u s t select an object, specify
its color and the program will print out a separate page for each
color indicated, complete with cropmarks and registration. Our
publication used two colors. We created two copies of each of the
maps, one with the lakes, creeks and roads for the blue layer, and
one with the trails and text for the black. After placing them both
on the same page and lining up the two halves we assigned a different color to each. After assigning colors to the other graphic
elements and the text we were ready to print the finished pages,
ready for the commercial printer.
I know if I can do this, you can too. It just takes some time. At first
expect many long frustrating days. Above all know what your software can and can not do.
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Site Bulletins and WordPerfect 5.0
Bill Fink
Superintendent, Fort Necessity/
Friendship Hill

Perhaps nothing better characterizes the dragging of the National
Park Service, kicking and screaming, into the close of the 20th Century than our experiences with adapting the personal computer to
our work in the parks. The major product of our work, especially in
the field of Interpretation, is words — written and spoken. The microcomputer, a laser printer, perhaps an image scanner, and a program like WordPerfect 5.0 are all most parks need to release the
floodgates of the creativity and knowledge of their staffs.
Our Site Bulletin system is an excellent opportunity to use this
combination of tools, skills and creativity to best benefit the Service. Strategically, we now have the chance for relatively small
runs of specific, timely site bulletins which are produced by those
who know the subject or need best, with a minimum turn-around
time, and with a minimum of expense. The fact that we can use
those tools already in the office (or which should be in the office —
message to other Superintendents) for our day-to-day needs is
icing on the cake.
At Fort Necessity/Friendship Hill we've come to realize that WordPerfect 5.0, a laser printer, some extra font cartridges or softfonts,
and an image scanner will satisfy almost all of our site bulletin
needs.
WordPerfect 5.0 is not a true desk-top publishing system. However, the skills you learn to produce effective site bulletins with
WordPerfect 5.0 are merely an extension of the skills you learn to
use the program for routine word processing. This means the overall learning curve is easier. It also means that your ability to use
the elements of good design in your other daily work makes that
work more attractive and effective.
The major difference with WordPerfect 5.0 and true DTP programs
like Ventura Publisher is that you do not see precisely what your
product will look like on paper as you work with it on the screen.
This can be confusing when you start incorporating graphics and
using a variety of type sizes. However, WordPerfect 5.0 has a very
effective printing preview feature (Shft-F7, View) which gives you
the chance to see what your document will look like without wasting reams of paper. Using the Preview feature, along with the
Reveal Codes feature (Alt-F3), you will soon gain a ready understanding of what changes you need to make to create the
arrangement you desire.
To produce quality site bulletins, you need access to a laser printer
(about $2,500 with stand and accessories), either in the park, or at
the local printer. The correct printer driver has to be loaded and
available in WordPerfect. For a Hewlett-Packard laser printer, you
also need to have purchased a variety of font cartridges ($100 to
$300 each) or have created a series of soft fonts, in a variety of
sizes and styles, using the free Bitstream Fontware package available through WordPerfect.
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We have recently purchased two Super Cartridges (for about $750),
one for vertical type (portrait) and one for horizontal type (landscape). These two cartridges, installed in the two available slots of
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our HP Laser J e t Series II printer, give us Times Roman and Helvetica fonts in sizes from 6 points to 30 points, typewriter-sized
Letter Gothic and Prestige Elite fonts and a 14 point to 30 point selection of Ribbon, Cooper Black and Broadway.
Using an image scanner (about $1500) and WordPerfect 5.0's
grapbics capability is an excellent way to get line art, maps and
photos printed on to your copy master in exactly the size, location
and arrangement you need. As an alternative, you can place your
art directly on your copy master after it has been run. Having access to a copier which enlarges and reduces makes this process a
snap.
We had a commercial printer run blank site bulletins for us. They
are on good quality, tan paper, with just the names and location of
each park on the black banner strip. They are standard 8 1/2" x 14"
paper which can be run through our laser printer and our copier.
We have prepared a file called the site bulletin master. When this
file is called in, it appears blank, but a check of the Reveal Codes
screen shows that several format changes have been made to let us
prepare documents to be printed out on the blank site bulletin
paper, in relative conformance with the Service standards.
To set up your own site bulletin master, follow these steps from a
blank screen: Change your paper size to 8 1/2" x 14" (Shft-F8; Page;
Paper Size). Change your top and bottom margin to allow for the
banner strip and tbe standard site bulletin bottom margin (ShftF8; Page; Margins - Top: 1.35" and Bottom: .38"). Change your left
and right margins to the same margin as at the bottom (Shft-F8;
Line; Margins - Left: .38" and Right: .38"). Define three newspaperstyle columns of the proper width and spacing (Alt-F7; Column
Def; Type: Newspaper, Number of Columns: 3, Distance Between
Columns: .13", tbe right and left margins of each column will be set
automatically).
Save this preformatted, but blank document as a file called
SITEBULL.MST, for Site Bulletin Master. When you call it in to
work on it, be careful not to overwrite it accidentally. The safest
way to avoid this is to save it (F-10) under a new file name before
you start to compose any of your bulletin. Your subject headline is
typed and placed in the desired type font and size (Ctrl-F8; Base
Font). Wherever you wish to insert a divider bar, do so using the
Graphics command sequence (Alt-F9; Line; Create Line: Horizontal; Width of Line: .05" or whatever you need). When you are ready
to start typing your text in columns, turn on columns (Alt-F7; Columns On/Off), adjust your base font and go. When you are through
typing in Column 1 and then in Column 2, hit Ctrl-Return and you
can begin typing in the next column. When you are through typing
in Column 3, turn off the columns feature (Alt-F7; Columns
On/Off) and you can insert your next divider bar. You can edit the
text in your columns by using Go To (Ctrl-Home, right or left arrow
key) to move between existing columns of text.
If you have previously scanned in graphics on a scanner or if you
wish to use a standard graphic (some come with WordPerfect 5.0;
others are available commercially), place these graphics in the appropriate locations. (You're gonna have to read up on this one, boys
and girls; Uncle Willy would inexorably obfuscate this sub-routine.)
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This information should help you get started in the wonderful
world of WordPerfect 5.0 and Site Bulletins. One last point: the
best programs, printers, fonts and layouts still produce only attractive garbage from written garbage. Check your spelling and syntax
carefully; have your boss or co-workers do the same. Follow the dictum of Strunk and White, "Make every word tell."

Ventura Publisher and the Historic
Furnishings Report
Cheryl Hill
Editorial Assistant
Division of Historic Furnishings
Harpers Ferry Center

As an editorial assistant in the Division of Historic Furnishings, I
take lengthy draft reports provided by subject experts and turn
them into manageable, readable documents called Historic Furnishings Reports. By using style sheets created by Ventura and
Ventura's Professional Extension, I am able to create HFR's that
can be printed for less money and are inviting and easier to read.
Ventura style sheets bring uniformity to Historic Fmrnishings Reports.
In these documents ranging from one hundred to seven hundred pages
in length, format consistency used to be difficult to achieve.
Style sheets contain information the computer needs to produce
each chapter. This information includes, among other things, page
layout specifications, header and footer settings, and text attributes for each paragraph. Ventura stores text attributes for
paragraphs as Paragraph Tags, which I name "Head 1," "Head 2,"
"Centered Body," and so on, up to 128 tags. Each time I use an existing tag name paragraphs take on the characteristics identified
for that tag. For example, I defined the tag named "Head 1" as one
t h a t is 14 pt Helvetica bold text with 2 pt leading between paragraphs that will always stay with the text below (no page break
between the heading and text). Whenever I want headings with
these characteristics, I use the "Head 1" tag.
By using the same style sheet for all chapters within an HFR, documents remain consistently formatted.
Also problematic to formatting a research document of this type is
ensuring ease in readability. The single greatest improvement to
the readability of our reports came recently with the addition of
Ventura's Professional Extension, an add-on to the basic Ventura
software. Professional Extension allows me to arrange furnishings
data simply in neat, easy-to-follow tables as shown below.
These tables also reduce report length. By reformatting the HFR
for Sagamore Hill using the table feature, I reduced the length of
the furnishings plan chapter by 61 pages. In turn, printing costs
will be lower. These features would also be helpful in preparing
other documents.
Ventura allows me to define variables for the table, such as, how
many columns and rows; how many header rows; no rules (lines),
double rules, or single rules. Ventura adjusts column widths and
lengths automatically as text is added.
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If the text has already been typed, I cut and paste paragraphs into
each column. If not, I type directly into each column.
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Hall
Object and Location

EveOwnCv.

Rdcomm«nd*tion

101.17

MAIL BOX (on wall batwaan
fireplace and aouth drawing
room door)

Although thia box ia eaid to be a dole box from a French church,
uaed by the Rooaavalta aa a mail box, it fits the description of a
"fancy oak latter box* with turmnga, a hinged top, and a lock,
that Thaodora Rooeevt.lt ordered in June 1885 from New York
cahinatmakar Ernest F. Hagen (Hagen order book, vol. Ill, p.
385, Naw York Hiatorical Soriaty). Figure 11 (1948); Mm. Derby
confirmed that it area alwaye in thia location (December 7,1973,
interview)

U m S A H I 643 (original)

101.18

ANDIRONS, made from 37
mm. ebails and 3 inch cannon
balla (in firaplaca)

1918 photograph (fig. 9) and 1919 inventory.

Uaa SAHI665 and 655A
(original). No logs should be
placed on the andirons, since thia
firaplaca apparently waa not uaed
in later years. Though present in
1918 (fig. 9), fire tools will be
omitted for safety reasons.

101.10

ELEPHANT TUSK GONG,
five braaa chimaa auapandad
from two alaphant tusks, on
woodan baaa (in front of
firaplaoa)

Figure 9 (1918); 1919 inventory. Thia waa made by Jamee L.
Clarke, Naw York, from tuaka of an elephant ehot by Thaodora
Rooaavalt in Kenya, September 11,1909.

Use SAHI 669 (original)

101.20-21

PAIR OP COVERED JARS,
blua and whita pottery,
Mexican, 12* high (at either
and of mantel)

Figure 7 (1904); figure 9 (1918); 1919 inventory. Mix. Darby
•aid (1973 interview) that they uaed to kaap tannia balla in these
jarx.

Urn SAHI 652 and 653 (original)

10122

CAPE BUFFALO, mounted
bead (over mantel)

Figure 9 (1918); 1919 inventory. The Cape buffalo waa ahot by
Thaodora Rooaavalt in 1909/10. Before his African trip, thia
prima apace waa occupied by the bead of an American bieon,
flanked by two deer heads (fig. 7).

Uaa SAHI 644 (original)

10123

ENGRAVING, "Viduta delli
Avanii del Foro-cb-Narua,* by
Giovanni Battiata Piranaai
(over Cape buffalo head)

Figure 7 (1904) and 9 (1918). Thia and the two other Piraneai
engravings in the hall ware listed in Edith Roosevelt's estate inventory (1948).

Uae SAHI 645 (original)

Professional Extension also provides a wonderful cross reference
feature. The Sagamore Hill HFR is loaded with cross references to
evidence presented in other chapters. I mark references in the text
and renumber the document using the multi-chapter feature. Ventura automatically fills in correct page or figure numbers.
Ventura's advanced long document handling capabilities lie in its
multi-chapter feature. I build a publication providing Ventura with
a list of chapters that form a report. Then I can renumber pages
and references across the entire publication, create indexes, and
generate tables of contents.
The multi-chapter archive feature is truly the only safe way to
make backups. When Ventura saves a chapter, it creates a chapter
file that logs the location of all text and graphic files as well as
style sheets. I copied files using the DOS copy command rather
than the multi-chapter archive feature. When I retrieved the document, I found that I had failed to copy a style sheet or other file
needed to re-create the chapter. If I had used Ventura's multi-chapter archive feature, I could have avoided this error.
All of these features are great, but I became discouraged while
learning the hows and whys of Ventura. It is a complicated program, that requires time to learn and expanded memory to
run (Ventura needs more than 640K RAM to manage complicated
style sheets and long documents).
Ventura offers the ability to create consistently formatted, professional looking manuscripts from lengthy, cumbersome documents.
I would not suggest that everyone purchase Ventura to do desktop
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publishing. I do recommend Ventura to anyone working with long
documents or ones that are difficult to format with conventional
software packages.

From Typewriter to Turbo Mouse: True Adventures in Desktop Publishing
Linda Young Tankersley
Park Ranger/Interpretive
Specialist
Yellowstone National Park

Ten years ago I sat at my (manual) Smith-Corona typewriter, cursing its sluggish keystroke and my primitive typing skills. (The technological giant step up to an electric typewriter with a correction
key was a frequent daydream.) Preparing copy for our eight-page
park newspaper consumed several days. Next, I struggled with
page layouts, counting words, measuring columns, guessing at
space needed for illustrations or photographs, editing and re-editing text to fit various layout possibilities—and taking the resulting
mass of paper to the local printer. Together we labored over the
pages another few days; invariably, major last minute adjustments
were necessary.
Now I sit before a Macintosh computer and word process text for a
twelve page newspaper in a few hours. My paste board and tools
appear on the computer's screen. I select the paper size, determine
the number of columns and their dimensions, call up an article
from the computer's files, point to where I want the text to appear,
and click—perfectly aligned text flows from column to column. If
an article is to be illustrated, I decide where to place the art and
click—sketches, graphs, maps and photographs can be placed or
moved, trimmed, reduced, enlarged. Headlines can be typed directly onto pages, or special effects created and placed from other
computer files. Errors can be corrected in seconds. A LaserWriter
printer produces camera-ready copy in minutes.
Actually, this flawless process takes place in my imagination more
often than in reality, but desktop publishing clearly has advantages over the old type cut-and-paste method. Speed obviously is
one; flexibility is another. These, in turn, benefit staff and visitors,
making it easier to provide timely, accurate information and quality interpretive material. Once you learn how to use the system, its
application to a variety of needs in your interpretive operation, especially to publications, is limited only by a computer's memory
and your imagination.
Yellowstone's system consists of a Macintosh Plus computer
(soon to be upgraded to a more powerful Macintosh Ilex), a
Microtek image scanner, and a LaserWriter II printer. The software we use most often includes MacWrite and WriteNow (word
processing), MacPaint and Adobe Illustrator (graphics) and FileMaker (data base). PageMaker, the page layout software, is the
hub of our desktop publishing system. Through PageMaker, all
of the other elements of the system are pulled together to create
camera ready copy.
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Three and a half years of experience, often in the form of mistakes,
have taught us much about the strengths and weaknesses of PageMaker. Two of our most complex publications—the park
newspaper, Yellowstone Today, and a biweekly interpretive maga-
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zine, Discover Yellowstone—illustrate
to specific publication dilemmas.

the application of PageMaker

Yellowstone Today is published quarterly. Yellowstone's 2.5 million
visitors receive a copy upon entering the park and hundreds of
thousands are mailed in information packets. Like a typical daily
newspaper, its twelve tabloid-sized pages cover a variety of information: park rules and regulations, visitor safety and resource
protection concerns, facilities and services, and feature articles
about Yellowstone's natural and human history. The challenge is
making a formidable amount of text readable and appealing to a
general audience, and imposing a unified, coherent appearance on
vastly different types of information. Much of this begins with editing. However, even the most ruthless slashing and condensing still
leaves a tremendous volume of words to herd onto pages. PageMaker
solves the problem in the park instead of at a printer's. I create page
layouts on the computer's screen, previewing the entire publication
or building it one page at a time. Problems with use of page space
can be readily identified, and PageMaker gives me the freedom to
experiment with a variety of possible solutions. By simply pointing,
highlighting and clicking, I can rearrange text and graphics,
change the number of columns or their size and spacing, try different type styles and sizes, or move entire articles from page to page.
Graphic flourishes such as lines, bars, borders and shades can be
added and manipulated to unify the pages as well as give the newspaper a distinctive identity. Revisions can be viewed in seconds
and printed in minutes.
Yellowstone Today is a biweekly magazine of interpretive activities
published from J u n e through September. Somewhat like a TV
guide, it helps visitors find out about interpretive activities offered
during their stay in Yellowstone. Three quarters of the magazine's
56 pages list more than 300 interpretive activities offered during a
biweekly period, and articles about the park's natural and human
history, puzzles and games, and poetry and art are also included.
The challenge is designing a schedule that is attractive and easy to
use, and in a format simple enough to assemble an enormous
amount of information under extremely tight deadlines. Producing
Discover Yellowstone is a three step process. Activity descriptions
are entered into a database (FileMaker) and translated into a word
processed document. A simple format for each activity - date, time,
title and description—is imposed at this stage (short cuts, known
as "macros," speed the process.) With PageMaker, a layout and design for each section of program listings is created on a master
page. All key elements of the master page repeat on each new
page. The word processed document is simply placed and new
pages added until all of the text has been used. After a few finishing touches—adjusting the columns to eliminate dangling
sentences or improperly divided words—camera ready copy is
printed on the laser printer.
All of this may sound too good to be true—and it is. PageMaker is
also known as RageMaker. Its quirks, though few, cannot be overlooked. To begin with, a computer should have a hard drive with
sufficient memory. Otherwise, PageMaker is difficult to use. Also,
typing large amounts of text in PageMaker, while theoretically possible, is not practical. Your fingers may dance over the keyboard
but the cursor blinks slowly across the screen; it will type no line
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before its time! Letters or entire words may be skipped if you refuse to slow your pace. Text with tabs and indents can also present
problems. A carefully crafted table in MacWrite can be blown apart
when placed in PageMaker, appearing like the gibberish of an undeciphered ransom note. Sometimes a little manual labor—inserting
the cursor and backspacing—restores order. In the realm of unfathomable mysteries are those occasions when an entire page
suddenly appears to break down; columns of text overlap, type size
shrinks, and word spacing becomes, to say the least, irregular. Fortunately, such occurrences are rare, and simply closing the page
and returning to it later often solves the problem. Finally, PageMaker
limits a publication's format to the paper sizes it offers—standard
letter, legal and tabloid. If you stray far from these sizes,
PageMaker's advantages diminish.
Nonetheless, PageMaker does so much so well that its quirks can
be endured. Even after several years of use, we have barely tapped
its capabilities. Exhibit labels, signs, posters, training manuals,
meeting agendas—virtually any printed item can be quickly produced with the look of professional printing. However, even the
most dazzhngly sophisticated desktop publishing system is no guarantee of a quality end product. You must still apply the rules of
good writing and design. Planning is also important. Think about
appropriate uses of interpretive media and select the device best
suited to a particular need. Because computers make it easy to
churn out paper, heed the Law of Diminishing Returns: The More
Paper You Throw At People, The Less Likely They Are To Read
Any Of It. Ultimately, desktop publishing frees us from many of
the mechanical and time consuming aspects of printing to focus on
what we are saying and to whom we are saying it - the heajfcand
art of interpretation.

Desktop Publishing Case Study
Bill Laitner
Chief Interpreter
North Cascades National Park

Be brave! Sneak behind any Visitor Center desk—especially your
own. Pull out all the handouts that we give visitors. Check every
drawer, file, slot, tray, pigeonhole, nook and cranny. Be ruthless,
find them all. Examine them with a critical eye. I suspect many of
your handouts are like many of ours: one page, typewritten, single
spaced, crammed with text, well intentioned but lacking in design.
If so, improvement is needed.
Site Bulletins were originally designed to be done on a typewriter
and a paste board, cutting and pasting text, illustrations, and
graphics into the predetermined grid. They can still be done that
way but with the advent of computers and specialized publishing
programs the typewriter is a thing of the past. We knew our first effort would be to improve the park newspaper; the second to convert
into site bulletin format all the single-spaced, typewritten pages of
handouts. The best method seemed to be to purchase computer
desktop publishing equipment to improve upon previous tedious,
time consuming methods of cutting and pasting.
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The purchase was supported with enthusiasm and funds. But what
to purchase? I had several concerns: the desktop publishing system
must be able to produce a variety of different documents and for-
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mats; be compatible with NPS computer equipment; and easy to learn
and use. Many hours of telephone calls to parks revealed publications
ranging from huge reports, to newspapers, to site bulletins were being
produced with a variety of hardware and software.
After much deliberation we chose an IBM-compatible computer
with additional memory, a laser printer, and an image scanner; the
brands really don't matter. PageMaker software was chosen because of my familiarity with the program at Yellowstone and
because it seemed easy to learn.
The equipment was ordered in August, 1988, on GSA contract from
a major supplier. By Thanksgiving, I was sure, we'd be on line
with all the new equipment—plenty of time to learn the system
and leisurely work out the bugs before the newspaper deadline in
May. All appeared to be well in the North Cascades house of
desktop publishing.
Appearances are deceiving. Part of the equipment arrived at the
park—it should have gone to the vendor for bum in. The Park and
the vendor were both unaware of what was going on. My Thanksgiving deadline was missed. Christmas came and went. Shipment
problems were solved but promises of delivery and installation were
repeatedly broken. Valentine's Day passed. Finally the installer came
but the correct cables were missing and the additional memory chips
did not work. The whole system went back to the dealer. President's
Day passed. A different installer came and we accepted delivery with
promise of the correct memory chips in a few weeks. Almost a year
later, those chips still have not been delivered.
The park computer specialist and I installed the software (with several calls to the manufacturers), filled out a box full of warranty
cards, and began to use the system.
Because of my previous use of PageMaker software, I encountered few
problems; calls to PageMaker easily solved the ones I did encounter.
In May, the seasonal employee Cindy Bjorklund, who would be the
prime force operating the system, came on board. Her mission was
to learn the system and to produce the twelve-page park newspaper on it in thirty days. No small task in addition to her other
duties. Cindy and I experimented and learned together, eventually
becoming proficient on the system.
The park newspaper turned out much better than the previous
year's (which was done by a local daily newspaper designer) because we had the ability to experiment and make as many changes
as needed right up until press time.
Site Bulletins were next. We have a dozen or so handouts describing various trails in the park. We determined to place them into a
slightly modified site bulletin format and create a "family" of publications. It took us two days and hundreds of prototypes to do the
first one because we experimented with graphics, type face, type
size, line size, until we got what we wanted. The design was done
and a master template was created. Now it takes about thirty minutes to take a word processed document and place it in the site
bulletin format complete with graphics. The system works!
Templates will also be created and used for trail guides, information handouts on camping, weather, accessibility, and many others.
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Some lessons learned: Remember Murphy's Law and allow twice
as much time as necessary for all aspects of start up. Do not accept
or authorize payment until the system works exactly as ordered.
Pay for 8-16 hours of training on your system to get you started; it
is well worth the money. Remember that a poorly written, typed
article will still be a poorly written article in PageMaker—it will
only look better; consider the use of a professional editor to improve the written word.
The system works well and has met our expectations. We are excited about adding professional quality maps to the site bulletins
with a new program recently purchased, and helping format long
documents and reports into more pleasing and readable documents.

Caveat Computor
Ed Zahniser
Writer/Editor
Division of Publications
Harpers Ferry Center

A famous ethical dictum saith: "Just because you can do something doesn't mean you should." It is the underlying principle of
all discussions of sins of commission in the Book of Proverbs in
the Judeo-Christian holy writ. Following said dictum has kept
many a mortal out of hot water, deep poop, and the doghouse.
Likewise should it serve those of us who would attempt cybernetic interpretation:
J u s t because you can use a computer for something doesn't mean
you should.
One of my favorite Rock 'n Roll concert introductions went as follows—the rhetorical questions were asked by the announcer ana the
answers were screamed back by the audience. The featured rr k
group lurks in the wings. However prepped by warm-up bands, the
crowd nevertheless has suffered the usual, unconscionably long wait.
The announcer launches his litany:
"Are they righteous?"
"NO!"
"Are they brothers?"
"NO!"
"But are they the R i g h t e o u s Brothers?" "YEA-A-A-A-HH!"
At which point the sound system begins to woof and tweet in earnest. Enter the Righteous Brothers, the concert begins.
Which is to say: What is at issue here is interpretation, not silicon
chips, dots per inch, animations, simulations, quantifications, or
the invisible elegance of software code.
Is it cybernetic? Yes.
Is it interpretation? No.
Well then it's not computer interpretation. It's not interpretation
at all.
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At this point, it is traditional to quote Freeman Tilden about some
aspect of the interpreter's art, but that would not be fair. We read
him once upon a time.
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One of the best ways to use computers in interpretation is to use
them to do something you have long—and passionately—wanted to
do but could not do because you lacked the capability that the computer now gives you.
With such a beginning rule of thumb, you can be pretty certain
that your effort will go into working to improve your interpretation. You will not merely be broadening your computer applications
and/or creating things to interpret. That is a form of idolatry that
we will cover in the new ethics module of the Interpretive Skills
Course. . .
But let us for a moment assume, with Tilden, that interpretation is
indeed a human art and not just a collection of skills and aptitudes. If it is an art, then it shares some dynamics with painting,
writing, sculpting, etc. Its practitioners also then share, potentially, the foibles of some painters, writers, sculptors, etc. The main
foible—the fatal bug in many artists, operating systems—is what I
call art avoidance.
One of my painter friends is landscaping his yard. It is coming together to be an incredible example of environmental
stewardship, of sensitive guardianship of the beautiful. John
Keats would shed tears on his Grecian urn. I would be moved to
swoon over it, did I not know t h a t what my painter friend is really doing is avoiding painting. LOUDER NOW: "He is
a v o i d i n g painting!!"
An interpreter can avoid interpreting by computing instead. Turn
your keyboard into a shovel and go landscape your hard disk. But
that is disk management; it is not interpretation.
I know: There is this interpretive article I have been meaning to
write for the Courier since last November. It is about the feminine
principle in perceptions of landscape preservation and interpretation ... but I am too busy just now to write it. I am climbing instead
the vast and arcing curve of incompetency that constitutes the
learning of Ventura Publisher 2.0 desktop publishing software. I
am preparing to not do—completely on my own desktop and with
no X-acto knife, wax, light table or copy camera—all the creative
and production steps for my first outta sight bulletin.
Be sure to catch it at my retirement party in 2004, unless where
you are now will then be once again a vast inland sea.

Putting It Together
J Scott Harmon, PhD
Technical Editor, Interpretation
Philip Musselwhite
Designer, Interpretation
Harpers Ferry Center

Ask a park visitor where the park's interpretive media—movies,
brochures, indoor and outdoor exhibits—come from and you will
probably receive an incomprehensible shrug. Dumb question; the
media are always there. Such things, it appears, are eternal,
they have no beginning, no end. Ask a park interpreter and
there is, at the very least, a recognition t h a t these things are produced at Harpers Ferry. We hope t h a t every park interpreter realizes t h a t this publication, which we call simply Interpretation,
comes from the same place, albeit, with many more h a n d s involved. This article will outline the publishing process and give a
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few hints to those submitting articles (and given the number of articles being published, none of you are immune from being asked to
contribute).
The genesis of an issue is in a meeting of interpretive minds, ie,
the regional and the WASO chiefs of interpretation. Subjects are
developed and one or two regional chiefs assigned to coordinate the
issuance of writing assignments and gathering of finished articles.
These are compiled, given a preliminary editing, arranged in order,
and submitted to us. There is "magic" in the written word. We hope
we apply another form of magic by taking those edited, blue-lined,
scribbled upon manuscripts and turning them into a crisp, sparkling professional-looking publication.
Actually, the magic wand is a computer and Ventura, a desk top
publishing program. And, in actuality, the manuscripts are not
lined and scribbled upon—at least we hope not. Most of the articles are themselves generated on a computer. The most
convenient program, as far as we who are doing the final production are concerned, is WordPerfect 5.0. This is rapidly becoming
the Park Service's word processing program of choice. We can,
however, work with articles done in WordPerfect 4, Word Star,
MultiMate, or almost any MS-DOS word processing program.
We could, probably, also work with a disk produced on the Atari
version of WordPerfect.
We also have a scanner. This will "read" a typed document and
enter the text into a file on a computer disk. The scanner, though,
has its limitations. It works well with documents typed in Courier
or Letter Gothic, ie, standard typewriter faces. It can also handle
documents produced on dot-matrix printers using a non-proportionately spaced type. The scanner, however, has fits with justified text
and absolutely refuses to deal with italics or proportionately
spaced text. So if you are working with a computer that does not
use one of the above mentioned programs, please forget all the
bells and whistles of your printer and send us a clean, plain vanilla
printed copy of your article. We are, after all, working on a very
limited budget, and why duplicate work that you have already
done ... like typing.
Our scanner also gives us the ability to incorporate line drawings
and charts into the publications. It does not give us the resolution
we desire for photographs or other illustrations. The illustration is
scanned, cropped, sized, and incorporated into the publication, but
we furnish the black and white glossy print of the illustration to
the printer who then strips it into the mechanical.
Once we have your articles on a disk we edit them, essentially to
impose our stylistic quirks. Copies of our style sheet have been distributed to the Regional Chiefs of Interpretation, but it is not
critical that you use them. We will ensure that all of the articles
conform to Interpretation's style.
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The style, or appearance, of the publication is slowly evolving. It's
origin is in the "Unigrid" Site Bulletins that are being produced in
many parks. There were several objectives in adapting the Site Bulletin design for Interpretation. The first was to take a standard
format and show how typewriter text could be used to produce an
attractive, usable publication. Secondly, we hoped that we could
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further a servicewide consistency in the appearance of park bulletins. Finally, it was a matter of practice what we preach.
The first two issues were produced pretty much the same way as
are your Site Bulletins. The text was printed on plain white paper
using a laser printer at the Mather Employee Development Center.
This copy was manually stripped into the printing mechanical
along with the headers and display copy. The effect in those first
two issues was the same as if we had typed the articles and used a
copy machine to enlarge or reduce the size of the type.
We then got our own computer, Postscript-language laser printer,
and Ventura desktop publishing program. These tools have allowed us to combine on one page all the elements of the design:
headers, ruling lines, display copy, and text. Still, as the effect we
wished to achieve was the appearance of the Site Bulletins, we continued to use Courier as the type face.
With issue five we changed the type face to Century Schoolbook.
The Postscript printer, with its built in fonts, and Ventura made
possible a little more sophistication in our product. This ability,
however, did not dictate the change. There has been, perhaps, a
slight change in philosophy regarding the appearance of Interpretation. The typewritten text in a bulletin gives it a sense of
immediacy and appropriateness to technical bulletins. We hope
and believe t h a t this publication will have more t h a n a transient
life and interest to interpreters. Century Schoolbook gives t h a t
sense of permanency. Also, the number of articles has been increasing. Using a proportionately spaced type face saves a
considerable amount of space. We can get the same amount of
Century Schoolbook copy into thirty pages t h a t would take 35
pages if were typed in Courier.
With this issue of Interpretation we are moving on in our production
technology. Except for our own editorial use, we now have no need
to get print outs; camera-ready mechanicals were generated by the
print house directly from the computer disk. The great advantage
of this process is that we can obtain type with a much higher resolution. Laser printers typically reproduce at three hundred lines
per inch; the modern type-setting equipment at a printers can generate 1200 lines per inch—or better. The result is copy that
approaches or exceeds type set quality.
The result is a thirty-two page (approximately) publication that distills the wisdom and experience of professional interpreters both
within and without the National Park Service. In order to keep the
quarterly issues handy a loose leaf notebook was provided as well
as section dividers labelled to reflect the categories in The Interpretive Challenge. Each issue of Interpretation reflects one of the
challenges and the issue is filed in its appropriate section. For example, this issue should be inserted in the "Media" section of your
notebook. The wrap-around cover contains more transient information and may be discarded. Personally, after the work that goes
into the production of an issue, not only here but by the contributors and regional interpreters, I cannot toss the covers, but keep
mine at the end of the notebook.
We anticipate, also, that Interpretation can be a good vehicle for the
Regions to transmit information to their own interpreters. Inserts
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containing information of regional importance can be prepared by
the regional offices and distributed with the publication. We will be
glad to provide style guidelines to regional offices if they wish to include such inserts.
Finally, we encourage letters to the editors. We want this publication to be a forum for the exchange of ideas. Debate is one way to
get people thinking. If you disagree with an idea, have a different
approach to a problem, or have an opinion to express, send it to the
Washington Office. Make certain it says what you want it to say
and is spelled the way you want it spelled because we do not edit
letters, but we will print them ... even if we do not like them. This
is your publication.

The New Dynamic Duo: Video and
Computers
Tom Kleiman
Senior Producer
Division of Audio/Visual Arts
Harpers Ferry Center

The use of video has grown tremendously in the past ten years, but
the medium's full potential and interpretive applications have yet
to be realized. The marriage between video technology and computerization blurs the distinction between them and raises the prospect of approaches that were previously unimaginable. The
computer part of video and the video part of computers are becoming one and the same.
Our experience with non-video programs such as synchronized, dissolving slide shows, film trees and other A/V systems is that some
parks have great difficulty operating and maintaining them. To
overcome these problems, HFC has been installing computer controlled, optical laser disk programs. The ease of use and
dependability of the laser videodisc players make them the medium of choice for many parks.
The use of videodisc systems fall into three broad types of installations. The most popular is in support of museum exhibits. These
systems are integrated into exhibits where multiple still images or
short video clips support the themes communicated in the exhibit.
This technology has allowed us to bring visual images to the exhibit without the associated problems of replacing slides or films
on a regular basis. It also enables an easy way to provide captions
to aid the visually impaired.
Another application of videodisc technology is an alternative to
slide programs or film presentations, where theater space is unavailable. A video alcove or small viewing area can be designed
with a monitor and videodisc player. The programs can be activated from the front desk, or automated to run on a scheduled
basis all day long without staff attention.
Interactive computer and videodisc presentations are also finding
a place in interpretation. They promote active visitor participation
and enable customizing information to each user. Visitors select
the information they are interested in viewing and learning about,
by making choices which determine the path of the program as it
progresses.
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Interactive systems are being used to provide information on park
activities, attractions, accommodations, services and facilities. Several of these systems are functioning in Alaska parks. Denali has
been the proving ground for interactive information systems for
the past five years. Other systems have been installed in the Public
Lands Information Centers in Anchorage, Fairbanks and Tok.
These systems are easily updatable and new information can be
added by the park staff. J u s t as importantly, they can be configured from off the shelf hardware and software provided under
contract with outside vendors.

The interactive computer systems at the Alaska Public Lands Information Centers offer
visitors access to the six regions in the state.

Interactive technology is also being used to develop computer simulations. Katmai National Park has just installed a Grizzly Bear
program that allows visitors to interact with grizzlies in a nonthreatening manner. Visitors respond to questions and situations
concerning the natural history of grizzly bears and human behavior associated with close bear encounters. Depending on the choices
made and responses given, the program instructs users on appropriate behavior.
Also under development is a backcountry simulator for Denali National Park, for use at the Riley Creek Visitor Access Center. Much
of Denali's backcountry is designated as wilderness and offers challenges not commonly found in most camping environments.
Information on stream crossing, wildlife encounters, minimum impact camping and visitor safety is offered in a highly interactive
way. Visitors are presented with situations they could encounter in
the Denali backcountry and are offered choices as to what they
could do under these conditions. They choose their responses by
way of a touch screen and are then showed the consequences of
their choices.
At Independence National Historical Park, "The Promise of Permanency" exhibit uses sixteen interactive computer stations to enable
visitors to customize the exhibit to suit their individual interests.
One component called "Scanning the Constitution," visitors choose
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from more than seventy topics ranging from space exploration, to
gay rights. By touching any of the key words referred to, the visitor
sees, first, the segment of the Constitution that applies to the topic,
then, a short segment explaining the appropriate power of the Constitution. In "Scanning," visitors begin to understand what the
Constitution is and how it operates.
The "Timeline" section offers 77 vignettes illustrating how the Constitution has adapted to change over the years. The objective of this
element of the exhibit is to let visitors begin to understand why the
document has endured for two hundred years. By touching the image
of a policeman kicking in a door one enters the world of the 1960's
with its debates over police excesses and the rights of defendants. Or
one can touch the political cartoon showing fat cat monopolists, and
learn about Teddy Roosevelt's attempt to bust trusts.

Visitors to the constitutional exhibit "Promise of Permanency" use interactive computer
and videodisc technology to learn how the US Constitution has evolved since 1787.
Seventeen IBM InfoWindow systems are integrated into the exhibit.

A third section of the exhibit offers the opportunity to watch segments on current topics like sex discrimination, toxic waste,
school desegregation or school prayer. Here, the Constitution is
as current as the nightly news, with actual network news segments reporting the status of these questions. On several topics,
visitors are able to listen to a debate, then register their opinions
on the issues. As the issues change, text can be entered to bring
the exhibit up to date.
The new buzz words in computers today are "desk top video" and
"multimedia". The combining of audio, video, text, graphics, and
data under computer control. To hear the pundits talk the "all illusive interpretative teaching/learning machine is on the
horizon".
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How will this new technology effect interpretation? Are we seeing the cutting edge of the interpretive future, or has the National Park Service wandered into an interpretive twilight zone?
Can computers and videodisc systems keep operating despite
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heavy visitor use? Are park staffs willing to cope with the tasks of
integrating technology into their interpretative programs? We will
find the answers together as we use the technology over the next
decade.

How to Avoid Slapping Your Grandma
Hank Warren
Chief Naturalist
Olympic National Park

"It's enough to make you slap your grandma," my pappy used to
say with a grin when an absurd situation arose. Several times a
year interpreters are faced with chores that make a person understand the meaning of this expression: Preparing various statistical
reports and analysis; preparing and justifying several budgets as
"the powers t h a t be" keep changing their minds about what we are
to receive or how we should present our request to them; and of
course tracking said meager budget for assorted purposes.
What complicates doing these tasks is that all of the above procedures request information using different formats and breakdowns
of accounts and none of them do it in a way that is very meaningful
to the guy or gal in the field. It seems as if more time is spent justifying and accounting for money then on spending it.
This is where having your own computer programs to correlate statistical and budgetary data helps. dBase III or IV software works
very well for this purpose. dBase III is a service standard, but not
too user friendly. I understand that dBase IV is much more user
friendly but has some bugs in it that need to be worked out.
It happens that at Olympic we started using Lotus 123 programs
for this purpose several years ago (Multiplan does the same thing
as Lotus 123, but Lotus is the service standard).
One program does the 575's for the Interpretive Division so that we
know what our planned personnel costs and FTE are. This information is then inputted into the parkwide budget system for budget
tracking purposes.
Another program does the calculations for the Statement for Interpretation and the Annual Interpretive Program Report.
A third program translates between the above two programs and
the park's budget tracking system, so that there is some rational to
the figures used in each case and they all correlate with each other.
These programs are a godsend as they save us many days work annually and allow us to "what i f as budgets change or threaten to
do so several times each year.
Almost certainly, others will not be able to use our programs without modification. However, we are happy to share our programs as
models for other areas to use in structuring their own programs. Indeed, I strongly recommend that our programs be used only as
models and teaching aids to understand how formulas are written
and programs are structured.
The reason is that Lotus is such a powerful tool and easy to use
t h a t it pays to learn how to set up programs in it. For example, I
often am faced with a series of problems that could be solved on a
calculator. If I know that I am only going to do the calculations
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once, I do so. But if I think that I will need to do them more than
once, I have found that I can set up a Lotus program almost as
quickly as I can do a set of calculations on a calculator and thus
save time the second time around.
We have prepared some documentation regarding how our programs are structured. Also, we are more than happy to give advice
or help solve problems.
My commercial phone number is 206-452-4501; FTS 396-4218.

The National Park Service's Super
Database of Databases, COMMON: Where
Are You Today?
Bill Brimberry
National Park Service Information and Data Systems Division
WASO

Back in the early 1980s you may remember hearing talk of a new
NPS super database that would contain all the data and information that the Service collects and/or needs, and would be available
to all field areas via computer. This new database was to be called
COMMON. Well, COMMON, where are you today?
Although evolving into something that may have not been the
founders original vision of the system, COMMON is still alive, well,
and taking on new meaning. As the National Park Service is adjusting and growing, the Service's information management
requirements are also adjusting and changing. COMMON is evolving
to keep pace with the continuous introduction of new compui er
technologies, at the same time, having to change with new NPS administrative demands. The original idealistic vision of COMMON,
that of everyone sharing all data about everything at all organization levels on one computer, had been tempered with a certain
amount of realism. Today, COMMON reflects a pragmatic need by
the NPS programs, such as Natural Resources and Cultural Resources, for an information tool.
COMMON is still an automated database system that contains
basic, frequently requested information about each unit of the National Park System. The original and present objective of COMMON
was, and still is, to provide an easily accessible source of servicewide summary information about parks to the largest possible
audience. As stated above, the information includes a variety of administrative, natural resource and cultural data; but today, the
system is not just summary data. COMMON has become more of a
working Management Information System for tracking projects
and submitting management reports for the NPS programs. COMMON is a system of unique database systems. An example of this is
the List of Classified Structures, a detailed inventory of all historic
and prehistoric structures of interest to the Park Service. It is an
information tool to assist park managers in the planning and programming of appropriate treatments and recording decisions
regarding listed structures.
The original vision of COMMON was that of:
• Modular Design,
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• An easy-to-use menu drive system,
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• Everyone gets on one big computer system from anywhere in the
US, and
• Sharing of all data among parks and between the parks, regions,
and WASO.
The problem with this was that technology and telecommunication
to support the third and fourth points were beyond the NPS. The
Park Service at the time used Hewlett Packard 3000 minicomputer
with a limited number of communication lines (ports). In addition,
the Park Service found out t h a t it was very awkward and expensive for very remote parks to get onto and stay on the WASO
computer. To get around these problems, COMMON'S designers
looked to taking advantage of the microcomputer which could distribute most of the processing and save on telecommunication
costs.
Today, COMMON tries to take advantage of the versatility of the microcomputer and the power of the larger computer. The Cultural
Resources Bibliography, an inventory of reports and documents
that address park cultural resources, uses the versatility of the microcomputer for data entry and local reporting. CRBIB passes all
the data to the Hewlett Packard 3000 and uses the power of
WASO's HP-3000 minicomputer for larger management reports
and cross region studies. The present COMMON still continues to
use the user friendly menu screen that allows NPS staff to retrieve
information quickly and easily from the system. Information in
modules like NPFLORA and NPFAUNA can be easily retrieved by

simply selecting from the reports menu one of many preprogrammed standard reports or by using a sophisticated interactive
database management language for ad-hoc inquires. COMMON also
takes advantage of it's modular design; for example, CRBIB module data can be looked at with the closely related LCS module data
and/or any of the other COMMON modules data. As with the original
COMMON, this combination of features gives users the ability to
cross reference data and develop relationships that only they are
able to imagine.
The future for COMMON will reflect the same pressures for better
performance because of newer technology and changing demands
by the NPS program areas. With the advent of FTS2000 telecommunications, COMMON will not be just a central minicomputer at
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WASO with many micro PCs remotely retrieving data, but could be
a collection of minicomputers and micro PCs all part of an online
network forming a servicewide distributed database. If in the future a module's functional requirements need the system to be
completely distributed, the data could be stored and managed at
the region level and still be accessed by other parks, the regions, or
WASO. Information will become truly a distributed and shared resource for all in the Park Service to use.
For more information regarding COMMON, contact Information and
Data Systems Division on (202)/FTS 343-4441.
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